The achievable data rates of current fiber-optic wavelength-division-muItiplexing (WDM) systems are limited by nonlinear interactions between different subchannels. Recently, it was thus proposed to replace the conventional Fourier transform in WDM systems with an appropriately defined nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT). The computational complexity of NFTs is a topic of current research. In this paper, a fast inverse NFT algorithm for the important special case of muIti-solitonic signals is presented. The algorithm requires only O(D log 2 D) floating point operations to compute D samples of a muIti-soliton. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm for this problem with log 2 -linear complexity. The paper also includes a many samples analysis of the generated nonlinear Fourier spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current generation of fiber-optic communication sys tems based on wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) is operating close to capacity [1] . In order to avoid a looming capacity crunch, new approaches beyond WDM need to be explored. The nonlinear effects in optical fiber lead to interfer ence between different subchannels, and have been identified as one of the major capacity-limiting factors. In order to avoid interference between subchannels, it was recently proposed to modulate information using a nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) I instead of the traditional Fourier transform used in WDM [3] , [4] . Analogously to how the spatial evolution of a signal in a linear channel such as copper cable becomes trivial in the traditional Fourier domain, the evolution of a signal in optical fiber becomes trivial in a properly defined nonlinear Fourier domain. The most important aspect here is that different regions in the non linear Fourier domain do not interact as the signal travels through the fiber. Thus, by defining subchannels in the nonlinear Fourier domain, interference among them can be avoided. There are many interesting open questions regarding information transmission in the nonlinear Fourier domain, with one of them being computational complexity. While the celebrated fast Fourier transform has been the workhorse in a plethora of engineering applications, the first fast NFTs have been proposed only This research was supported in part by the U.S. National Science Founda tion under Grant CCF-1420575.
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H. Vincent Poor Department of Electrical Engineering Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA Email: poor@princeton.edu recently [5] , [6] . The inverse NFT however, in contrast to the traditional case, differs from the forward transform. No fast inverse NFT has been established in the literature so far to the best of our knowledge, although inverse NFTs are used in several practical problems [7] , [8] . The goal of this paper is to, at least partially, close this gap for the important case of multi-solitonic signals. The algorithm developed in this paper can generate multi-soli tons with arbitrary discrete spectra (but not norming constants). Such signals have recently been considered for information transmission in [3, Part Hl] and [9] . The paper is structured as follows. In Section H, the continuous-time NFT is introduced and discretized. The pro posed algorithm will operate in two stages, which are then developed in Sections III and IV. Two numerical examples follow in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
H. NONLINEAR FOURIER TRANSFORM
In this section, the nonlinear Fourier transform is first established for continuous-time signals. The NFT is then discretized and, finally, the inverse discrete NFT is discussed.
A. Continous-Time Transform
The nonlinear Fourier transform [w.r.t. the signal model in Eq. (8) below] is due to Zakharov and Shabat [10] . Let {q( t ) } t EIR C <C denote a vanishing signal. Its NFT is found through the analysis of the associated scattering problem
(1)
With cPl and cP 2 denoting the components of <p , define a(A):= lim ei).. t cPl(t,A), ;3(A):= lim ei).. t cP 2 (t,A), (3) t-> CIJ t-t CIJ where A E <C. The functions a and ;3 are usually not well defined on the whole complex plane. With some assumptions on the signal q(t), however, the following can be said. Lemma 1 ( [11] ). If there exist positive constants C and '" such that Iq(t)1 :( C e -21< lt l for all real t, then 1) a(A) is analytic in the closed upper half-plane <seA) � 0 2) a(A) has finitely many roots AI, ... , AJ in <seA) � 0 (4) are taken in order to represent the signal. It will be convenient to transform the spectral parameter A as follows:
is well-defined except at finitely many poles. The function jJ/a is also well-defined at the (complex) roots Aj. The residual of jJ / a at these points is, assuming that all Aj are simple roots,
given by
With these definitions in mind, the nonlinear Fourier trans form (or scattering data) of q(t) is defined as [11, Apdx. 5] {q( W ) } WEiR' (Aj, qj) f=l' (5) Please note that the nonlinear Fourier spectrum has a physical interpretation [12] . The reflection coefficient reduces to the linear Fourier transform for signals with small amplitudes. It describes the so-called radiation components of the signal.
The roots Aj indicate solitonic components in the signal, which are further specified through the norming constants qj. (Solitons are basically "travelling humps" that have no analogue in linear evolution equations.) A multi-soliton is a signal that contains several solitonic components. A signal is reflectionless if the reflection coefficient is zero everywhere. The non linear Fourier transform has several properties sim ilar to the conventional Fourier transform [3, Part IIIV,D]. In particular, the effects of shifting or dilating the signal on the non linear Fourier transform turn out to be simple:
).. ;to qj), (6) q(t/ T J ) -{I T J lq( T J w)}, ( T J Aj, I T J lqj) '
The most important property is however the following. Con . oQ = o2Q 2 1 Q I2 Q
Denote the functions a (z) and jJ (z) that correspond to the signal q(t) = Q(x, t) by a(x, A) and jJ(x, A). Then,
The focusing NSE describes the evolution of a signal in optical fiber if losses are compensated properly with ideal periodic amplification schemes; either after proper averaging of the signal [2, Ill] , or directly as in [13] . The evolution of a signal thus indeed becomes trivial in the nonlinear Fourier domain.
B. Discrete-Time Transform
In order to compute a numerical approximation of the nonlinear Fourier spectrum (5), the signal q(t) is considered only on a (sufficiently large) finite time interval. Since the effects of time-shifting and dilation are simple [see (6)- (7)], we can choose the interval [-1,0] in order to simplify the
(The real part of A has been constrained so that the inverse transform z f-> A(Z) is well-defined.) Under the assumption that q(t) is piecewise constant and that E is infinitesimal, the
Here, the initial condition (11) 
The roots Zl, ... , ZK of a(z) outside the unit circle Izl > 1 are taken as approximations of the roots AI, ... ,AJ of a(A) subject to the coordinate transform (9) . Note that there may be spurious roots Z k that do no correspond to any of the Aj. These spurious roots are numerical artifacts. They usually occur in physically implausible regions (e.g., very close to or very far away from the unit circle) so that they can be easily filtered out. The norming constants qj are approximated through
The discrete nonlinear Fourier transform is then defined by (15)
C. Inverse Discrete-Time Transform
A close look at the finite difference equation (10) reveals that a(z) and b(z) defined in (12) are neccessarily polynomials of Z-l with a degree of less than D [8, (19) ]:
i=O i=O Please note that the additional factors z D / 2 given in [8, (19)] cancel with the factor in (11) in our case. The following lemma specifies the range of the discrete nonlinear Fourier transform. algorithm that will be proposed in the following two sections uses a two-step procedure similar to [8] and [12] : 1) Synthesize a( z) and b( z) such that the conditions in Lemma 2 are met and the roots of a(z) are Zk := Z(Ak). In this section, the first step of our proposed algorithm is described. The basic approach used here is due to our previous work [12] . However, the construction given here avoids a pathology from which the construction in [12] suffers, as a new many-samples analysis presented below shows. Please note that no complexity analysis of this step will be given here because the analysis given in [12, VI] still applies.
A. Basic Construction
Consider any polynomial 1 jJ(z) = L:i:-; 1 1jJ i Z-i that fulfills 11 jJ(z) I E [0,1] Vl zl = 1. Through spectral factorization [14] , two polynomials u (z) = D-1 · D-1 · L: i= o Ui zt and b(z) = L: i= o biz-' can be found that have no roots outside the unit circle and satisfiy lu(Ol2 = 1 -0211 jJ(� W , Ib(OI 2 = 0211 jJ( OI 2 VI�I = 1.
Here, 0 E (0,1) is a free, non-zero parameter. We choose
This ideal aideal (z) has the right roots in Iz I > 1 and satisfies l aideal( Ol2 + Ib(OI 2 =l u ( �W D I ( I :� = ::: + Ib(�W (use I�I = 1) =1-0211 jJ(�)12 + 0211 jJ(� W = 1, (20) for all I�I = 1, but it is not a polynomial in z-l , in general.
However, since aideal (z) is rational with all poles inside the unit circle, it has an expansion aideal (z) = L:: o aideal ,iZ-i in Izl ;:: 1 with coefficients that vanish exponentially fast.
Thus, aideal(Z) can be easily approximated by a polynomial p(z) = L:i:-; 1 PiZ-i up to any desired precision given that D is not too small. We will assume this in the following, and set D-1 a(z) := ei<p 2: 1T] is such that a(z) fulfills the condition limz-+1Xl a( z) ;:: 0 in Lemma 2. In light of (20), one finds that a(z) and b(z) also fulfill the other condition in Lemma 2 (up to a rapidly vanishing error). Thus, the problem of recovering Q[I], ... , Q[D] through (10)-(11) is well-defined.
B. Choice Of The Filter 1 jJ(z)
In our previous paper [12] , the filter 1 jJ(z) = z -( D-1) and a very small 0 were used. However, an analysis similar to the one below shows that this choice results in a retlection coefficient that does not vanish in the many-samples regime for w ---> ±oo.
Parseval's identity for the NFT [3, p. 4320] however implies that any retlection coefficient of a signal with finite energy must vanish. Although this can be fixed by letting 0 depend on E, one then obtains the problem that the norming constants converge towards zero as D ---> 00. Again, this cannot happen for any real signal. In order to avoid these two problems, one may fix 0 independently of E and use a proper low-pass filter for 1 jJ (z) to ensure that the retlection coefficient vanishes at higher frequencies. In our numerical experiments, a simple truncated ideal low-pass was used [15, p. 98]:
where Wc = 10 is the desired cut-off frequency for the retlection coefficient (4) . Please note that the filter 1 jJ(z) is independent of q(t) and thus needs to be designed only once.
C. Many-Samples Analysis
In this subsection, the continous-time nonlinear Fourier spectrum (5) that is generated through a(z) and b(z) intro duced above is analyzed in the many-samples regime D = I/E ---> 00. The function a(z) is constructed such that its roots in Izl > 1 match exactly the prespecified A 1 , ... , AK under the transform A 1--+ Z(A). The behavior of the retlection coefficient can be analyzed using (13) , (18) and (20):
Here, Iw 1 denotes the asymptotic amplitude of (21) given by Iw(w)I:= lim 11 jJ(z(w))I= ISi(w+wc) -Si(w -w c )l ,
where Si( s ) := S� S i� e de is the sine integral function. See [15, p. 98]. It now follows from Si(w) ---> ±� that q (w) ---> 0 for w ---> ±oo. That is, the pathology of the construction in [12] discussed in the previous subsection has been fixed with the new design. The norming constants (14) are more difficult to analyze. However, they can be shown to satisfy
where B().. ) := lim£->o b(z().. )) and U()") := limHo u(z().. )).
This formula shows that the norming constants have finite non-zero limits in the many-samples regime unless one of the prespecified ).. k coincides with a root of either B().. k) and U().. k) . We have not yet performend an exact analysis of B()") and U()"). But since the functions B()") and U()") (and therefore their roots) are independent of the ).. 1, ... ,).. K, it seems unlikely that the pathology of vanishing norming constants discussed above occurs with the new construction. [16, (2) ]. Unfortunately, his algorithm does not work in our setup. In [16] , the functions a(z) and b(z) are interpreted as z-transforms of a down-going wave, which is sent into the earth, and a resulting upcoming wave, which is measured at the same location. The initial condition (11) corresponds to the situation where a unit pulse is sent into the earth and no upcoming wave is generated, leading to a trivial medium that does not reflect (i.e., Q[I] = ... = Q[D] = 0).
In the following, we will describe how McClary's approach can be modified such that it works in our setup. By inverting (10) and taking the definition (12) of a(z) and b(z) into account, one arrives at the following scattering problem: bottleneck in Algorithm 1 is the polynomial products. By applying the same complexity analysis that was used for [6, Alg. 1] to the recursion tree generated by Algorithm 1, one finds that its overall complexity is O(D log 2 D) flops if the fast Fourier transform is used to multiply polynomials efficiently.
Remark 3. McClary [16] mentions that Algorithm 1 is numer ically unstable if the inputs a( z) and b( z) are noisy. In such cases, there may be no samples Q[n] that generate a(z) and b(z) through (10)- (12) . In this paper however, a(z) and b(z) are artifically synthesized as described in Sec. Ill. In particular, it is ensured (up to small numerical errors) that there exist samples Q [n] that generate a( z) and b( z). The polynomials a( z) and b( z) therefore can be considered basically noise-free.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In the first example, a single soliton with a root at ).. 1 = 20 i is considered. For small <5 > 0, the generated signal will be almost reflectionless. For several numbers of samples D and <5's, the two steps of our algorithm as described in Sections III and IV have been carried out. Then, the forward NFT was used to compute the norming constants of the generated signal. Reflectionless signals with one soliton have a well-known closed-form solution (e.g., [12, II.D]). We used this analytical solution to generate samples Qexacl[n] that represent the exact one-soliton with the prespecified ).. 1 and the numerically determined norming constant. The error between the generated signal and the analytical solution is depicted in Figure 1 (left) . It eventually saturates because the generated signal is not exactly reflection less, but the error floors decrease as <5 is decreased. The normalized runtimes are presented in Figure 1 The second example is a muIti-soliton with 16 roots at the positions (k -1 + il)/4, k,l E {1, ... ,4}. The roots were scaled by a factor 'rJ = 100 such that the signal would fit in the interval [-1,0] (see (7». The generated signal was rescaled to the original time-scale and analyzed using the forward NFT. The results are depicted in Figure 2 . The forward NFT found the roots ).. k in the right places. The magnitude of the reflection coefficient is already close to its many-samples limit (22). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The (to the best of our knowledge) first fast inverse non linear Fourier transfonn for the generation of muIti-solitons has been presented. The generated non linear Fourier spectra have been analyzed through a many-samples analysis. The O(D 10g2 D) run time and accuracy of the algorithm have also been confirmed experimentally. The current algorithm offers only rough control over the retlection coefficient and norming constants, which should be addressed in future research. 
